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Across  
  

1 The violent pogrom throughout Germany on  27 Term used to designate the stylized standing  

 November 10th, 1938 (known in English as   male figure of archaic Greek art 
 the Night of Broken Glass) instigated by Dr.  28 What happens between Jul and Sept? 

 Goebbels in retaliation for the assassination,  29 Yes, Ja, Oui, Si, Aeya 

 in Paris, of the homosexual German diplomat  30 The third night (initials) 
 Ernst Vom Rath (called “Mrs. Ambassador” 31 Communist Party of Latvia (initials) 

 and “Notre Dame”) by Herschel Grynszpan  32 Yes, Дa, Oui, Si, Aeya 

 (by some accounts) his rejected Jewish lover  34 What were Alex and his ultra-violent gang in 
 (auf Deutsch bitte)  loathsome 1971 Stanley Kubrick movie  

13 An incarnation of Vishnu whose name is   A Clockwork Orange? 

 chanted by Hare Krishnas 36 The “sorrowful way” of Jesus from the  

14 Gigantic beast described in Job 40 (“His   palace of Pilate to Calvary (3, 8) 

 strength is in his loynes, and his force is in  40 Pathological narcissist US cult leader who led 

 the navelle of his belly… his bones are like   followers in mass suicide in South American  
 barres of iron… etc., etc.”) often invoked in  hideaway named after self (3, 5) 

 critical discussion of the work of Meatloaf 41 2000 (initials) 

15 Where did Job live? (Job 1:1) 42 Utterly despicable acts (initials) 
16 Internal organs, intestines, guts 43 American folk singing legend with lovely  

18 Ancient city of Sumer on the Euphrates  long black hair 

19 The colloquial term for syphilis widely used  45 Literally “bend the knee” in Latin, the little  
 since the Middle Ages until quite recently  “curtsy” performed by priests (and the very  

21 Little round mark placed above the main stem  holy) as they pass by the altar or host (or, in 

 of the letters I and J in the lowercase form  cases of religious mania, the church when  
22 Vladivostok Symphony Orchestra (initials)  riding past on the tram) 

23 Special advantages or immunities enjoyed by  50 English Gothic cathedral in Devon 

 the few 51 Where would Melina Mercouri like to see  
26 Very nice (or naughty) (or Nietzschean)   Lord Elgin’s marbles? 

 (initials)   
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Down   
    

1 Vast amoral German steel corporation  28 Someone who leaves a holy order denouncing  

 prosecuted at Nuremberg for use of slave   their vows, calling or belief (or fails to renew  

 labour during WW2  membership to Communist party or union) 
2 Extremely sharp blade for shaving 29 Who sent Uriah the Hittite to “the forefront  

3 Italian mafia or Iraqi monster (initials)  of the hottest battle…that he may be smitten  

4 Affectionate name for little red, smoked pork  and die” to get hot wife Bathsheba? 
 sausage of middle European origin prepared  31 What do doves do? 

 by boiling briefly 33 Term used to designate British rule in India 

5 Formal remission of sin pronounced by a  34 Death of Spock (initials) 
 priest in the sacrament of penance 35 Russian Revolution (initials) 

6 Stand used to support a big book 37 Mimetic simulacrum, representation 

7 Lovely hot evening (initials) 38 Who said, “Any man’s death diminishes me,  

8 Self Help for Your … Dr. Claire Weekes   because I am involved in mankind. And  

 classic and indispensable life tool for the   therefore never send to ask for whom the bell  

 sensitive  tolls; it tolls for thee” ? 
9 Accumulate 39 What’s green and grows on a tree, then goes  

10 Conscientious objector (initials)  brown and falls off in Autumn? 

11 Harry Truman (or Hideki Tojo) University or  40 What was written on the yellow cloth badge  
 Hades, the Underworld (initials)  which Dr. Goebbels demanded the Jews of  

12 Flamboyant Australian actor with marvelous   Germany wear after 1 across? 

 speaking voice (Ben Hur, King of Kings,  43 Before Christian (or common) era (initials) 
 Mad Dog Morgan etc., etc.) 44 Adorable new TV sit-com star in show about  

17 Moron, cretin, fool  young people living in downtown New York  

20 ξ  (cf. Felicity but more adorable) 
24 Vicious killer (or Kray) (initials) 46 Evil tyrant or early trauma (or train) (initials) 

25 Greek Orthodox or German opera (initials) 47 Very old city (in modern-day Iraq) 

26 The seminal Latin translation of the Old and  48 Late Gothic or Lotte Goebbels (initials) 
 New Testaments produced by Saint Jerome  49 Erwin Rommel or Ernst Röhm or Ethel  

 in the 4th Century  Rosenberg or Easy Rider (initials) 
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